
Nurse Printed Medical Scrubs Top Suits hotel housekeeping uniform

 
Description:
 
USEAGE:

A. Scrub suits can be used in the heavy industry to protective the body against the water and the dust.

B. Scrub suitscan be used in the lab or chemistry to gainst the chemical liquid with the teatment for the material.

C. Scrub suits can be used in the cleaning room,for example the GMP.

D. Scrub suits can be used in the hospital.

 
OEM SERVICE:

A.Can print the band for our customer on the PE bag

B.Can print the band for our customer on the Carton box

 
Large selection of prints
Fast delivery
 



Our Services
 
Production process
1. confirm the lab dips or design
2. sewing sample
3. confirm with coustomer(if need change,amend and reconfirm)
4. customer confirm,begin mass production
 
Specifications:
 
RODUCT INFORMATION
1) Supply type OEM service
2) Material 100% cotton, cotton+spandex, cotton+polyester, 100% polyester, etc.
3) Color provide color swatches for choice
4) Size customize as client's request
ABOUT SAMPLE
1) Sampling time 7-10 days
2) Sample cost $50-$60 per piece, the sample cost will be returned with full payment of the order.
3) Delivery of sample by UPS, DHL, FEDEX, it takes about 3-4 days to arrive.
MORE IMFORMATION ABOUT ORDER
1) Payment terms 30% deposit, the rest should be paid before shippment.
2) Delivery time 50 days after receiving deposit.
3) Delivery approach If not urgent, sent by boat, it takes about 45 days to arrive.

If urgent, DHL, UPS, FEDEX, or TNT would be the good option, it takes about 3-5 days. 
4) MOQ 500 pcs per style. At the first cooperation, less quantity is welcome as well. 
5) Quality made as confirmed sample, and we will be fully responsible for poor production.
 
Order:
 
1) We can make sample according to your design drawing.
2) We can make design according to your sample, then remake sample.
3) Make mass production after your confirm the sample.

 


